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Abstract. The generic proof assistant Isabelle provides a landscape of specifica-
tion contexts that is considerably richer than that of most other provers. Theories
are the level of specification where object-logics are axiomatised. Isabelle’s proof
language Isar enables local exploration in contexts generated in the course of nat-
ural deduction proofs. Finally, locales, which may be seen as detached proof con-
texts, offer an intermediate level of specification geared towards reuse. All three
kinds of contexts are structured, to different extents. We analyse the “topology” of
Isabelle’s landscape of specification contexts, by means of development graphs,
in order to establish what kinds of reuse are possible.

1 Introduction

Locales are Isabelle’s [12] emerging mechanism to support abstract reasoning. They
are modules whose specification and theorems can be transported to other contexts by
either import or interpretation. Thus specification and/or theorems can be reused.

Three kinds of contexts can be distinguished in Isabelle. These are theories, locales
and proofs. Theories are the outermost level of specification, at which object-logics
like HOL (Higher-Order Logic) and ZF (Zermelo-Fränkel Set Theory) are axiomatised.
Locales provide a setting for specifications within these logics. Compared to theories,
locales are more restricted but provide more flexible means of reuse. The third kind of
contexts are the contexts of Isabelle’s proof language Isar. Currently, theories are the
setting of numerous formalisations, which range from abstract, like lattice theory, to
concrete, like models for Java-like languages. With the facilities of locales improving
— for example, packages for the definition of inductive sets and recursive functions
becoming available — it is to be expected that many of these developments will move
to locales in future.

Interpretation of locales in locales is the topic of [3]. There we have argued that, in
order to support interactive proof, a network of import and interpretation relations need
to be maintained explicitly, so that newly proved theorems can be propagated. This can
be achieved with development graphs [7]. In the present paper we discuss the extension
of these mechanisms to theories and proofs.

Type constructors may only be declared in theories, not locales. Interpretation of
locales in theories enables to map theorems valid relative to an abstract locale specifi-
cation onto concrete types of a theory. For example, the type of natural numbers can be



uniformly endowed with lattice theorems, which are proved in the context of a locale
for lattices, for both the lattice induced by the order relation “≤” and the lattice induced
by the divisibility relation “|”. This cannot be achieved with type classes, because there
the operations are fixed [16].

Interpretation in proofs is more interesting. This is a true extension of the proof
language. It can raise the level of abstraction in proofs, for it enables to reason at the
level of concepts rather than theorems inside a proof itself. It is also an extension of
the facilities of locales since it enables to employ locales for reasoning about arbitrary
families of structures, say groups. The inheritance mechanisms of locales themselves
only enable to combine specifications in a finitary way — for example, by importing
the specification of groups twice to the specification of group homomorphisms.

2 Development Graphs

Development graphs were introduced by Hutter to manage dependencies between theo-
ries in verification settings where theories are repeatedly modified, and postulated rela-
tions between theories needs to be maintained — that is, formally proved, see [7]. De-
velopment graphs can reduce the number of proof obligations caused by such changes
by carefully keeping track of dependencies in the development. The following exposi-
tion of development graphs follows [7], but takes into account that in locales they are
also used to propagate proved theorems. This concept was introduced in [3].

Definition 1. A consequence relation is a pair (S,`) where S is a set of sentences and
` ⊆ Fin(S)×S, where Fin(S) denotes the set of finite subsets of S, is a binary relation
such that

{φ} ` φ, (reflexivity)
∆ ` φ and {φ} ∪∆′ ` ψ implies ∆ ∪∆′ ` ψ and (transitivity)

∆ ` ψ implies {φ} ∪∆ ` ψ. (weakening)

A consequence relation induces a closure operation on sets of sentences Φ ⊆ S defined
by Φ` = {φ | ∆ ` φ for some finite ∆ ⊆ Φ}. This is the set of all sentences derivable
from Φ.

Definition 2. A morphism of consequence relations from (S1,`1) to (S2,`2) is a func-
tion σ : S1 → S2 such that ∆ `1 φ implies σ(∆) `2 σ(φ).

Labelled directed graphs will be used to represent known dependencies between
modules. A graph G = (N,L) consists of nodes n ∈ N , which are module names,
and links n σ−→ m ∈ L, which are labelled with consequence morphisms. There may
be several links between from one node to another node, provided the morphisms are
different.

As usual, reachability in graphs is defined along paths. The relation is enriched by
the consequence morphism obtained from composing the labels along the path.



Definition 3. Let G = (N,L) be a labelled directed graph, where each link n σ−→ m ∈
L is labelled with a consequence morphism σ. A node m is reachable from n via a
consequence morphism σ, n σ−→∗ m ∈ G for short, if n = m and σ is the identity
morphism id, or there is a n τ−→ k ∈ L, and k

ρ−→∗ m ∈ G, with σ = ρ ◦ τ .

We will sometimes denote a graph by its set of links and write n σ−→∗ m ∈ L. The set of
nodes will then be clear from the context. Likewise, we will write n σ−→ m ∈ G instead
of n σ−→ m ∈ L.

A development graph represents the import hierarchy of modules. Its links are called
definition links and denote import relations.

Definition 4. A development graphG is a finite labelled directed acyclic graph (N,L).
Each node n has an associated consequence relation (SG(n),`n

G), and finite sets of
sentences AG(n),FG(n) ⊆ SG(n). For each node n ∈ N , AG(n) is the set of local
axioms of n and FG(n) the set of local proved theorems in n. Links in L are called def-
inition links and are denoted n σ−→D m. The label σ is a morphism of the consequence
relations from (SG(n),`n

G) to (SG(m),`m
G ).

The sets of proved theorems are not present in Hutter’s definition. They are needed
to model the propagation of theorems and the control information attached to them.

The proof theoretic semantics of a development graph is given by the sentences
derivable at each module node.

Definition 5. LetG be a development graph and n be a module node. The sets of global
axioms A∗

G(n) and global proved theorems F∗G(n) of n wrt. to G are defined by

A∗
G(n) =

⋃
k

σ−→∗n∈G

σ(AG(k)) and F∗G(n) =
⋃

k
σ−→∗n∈G

σ(FG(k)).

The theory ThG(n) of n is the set of all sentences derivable from the global axioms;
ThG(n) = A∗

G(n)`
n
G .

The theory of a node depends on its local axioms and of the axioms of imported nodes.
Import is transitive. Proved theorems need to be derivable. We extend the definition of
development graphs and demand that FG(n) ⊆ ThG(n) for all n ∈ N in a development
graph (N,L). This implies that F∗G(n) ⊆ ThG(n).

Interpretation relations between modules are consequences of a development graph.
They are modelled by means of theorem links.

Definition 6. Let G be a development graph and n and m be nodes in G. The graph
implies a global theorem link, denoted G ` n σ−→T m, if ThG(m) `m

G σ(φ) for all φ ∈
ThG(n). It implies a local theorem link, denoted G ` n σ−→t m, if ThG(m) `m

G σ(φ)
for all φ ∈ AG(n).

Theorem links are properties of the development graph. We will use phrases like “a
theorem link has been proven” or “established” to indicate that it is implied by the
development graph under consideration.

Global theorem links require the image of the entire theory of the source node to be
derivable. By transitivity of the consequence relation it is sufficient if the global axioms



of the source node are derivable. Local theorem links only require the local axioms to be
derivable. We observe that a development graph with definition link n σ−→D m implies
the global theorem link n σ−→T m. This, in turn, implies the local theorem link n σ−→t m.
The following lemma, which is due to Hutter, says how a global theorem link can be
decomposed into a set of local theorem links.

Lemma 1. Let G be a development graph. Then G ` n
σ−→T m if and only if G `

k
σ◦τ−−→t m for all k and τ with k τ−→∗ n ∈ G.

When an interpretation — that is, a global theorem link — is asserted by the user,
proof obligations are generated, and it is analysed which of these follow from import or
existing interpretations. The lemma enables this analysis to be at the level of links, not
sentences.

3 Isabelle: Theories, Proofs and Locales

Isabelle’s meta-logic is based on an intuitionistic fragment of higher-order logic with
polymorphic types. The polymorphism is schematic — that is, the type system is a
quantifier-free first-order language. Terms of a special type prop are called proposi-
tions. These involve connectives for universal quantification and implication:

∧
x. φ

and φ =⇒ ψ. Theorems are judgements of the form

{φ1, . . . , φn} ` φ,

where φ, φ1, . . . , φn are propositions. The φi are called meta-assumptions. We abbre-
viate a judgement without meta-assumptions by ` φ. In Isabelle and some of the re-
lated literature the judgements are written in reverse notation: φ [φ1, . . . , φn]. Isabelle’s
kernel contains functions that implement the rules of a natural deduction calculus on
theorems; see [14] for details. We denote the resulting derivability relation by . This
is a consequence relation on the set of theorems. The rules of the calculus imply that
also ` is a consequence relation, on propositions.

The difference between both relations is subtle and rooted in the nature of schematic
polymorphism. Let φ be a proposition containing a type variable α. One may obtain
φ[τ/α] by substituting a type τ for α in φ. While (` φ)  (` φ[τ/α]) holds for
theorems, the direct statement on propositions φ ` φ[τ/α] does not hold in general.
On the other hand, the canonical map from propositions to theorems, ι : φ 7→ (` φ),
is a consequence morphism from ` to . Well-typed substitutions are consequence
endomorphisms for both  and `.

3.1 Theories

Theories encompass declarations of language, namely constants and type constructors
with their syntax, and theorems over that language. Theorems are either declared or
derived, and the former are axioms of the theory. Theories may import other theories.
They are not parametric, and import is literal. Constants and type constructors cannot
be renamed. Instead, a system of qualified names resolves name conflicts by prefixing



with the theory name, which must be unique. Theorems (including axioms) in theories
have no meta-assumptions.

The import hierarchy of theories is a development graph G = (N,L) where N
is the set of theory nodes. The consequence relation of each node n ∈ N is ; more
precisely, the subrelation on theorems of the form ` φ. All definition links in L are
embeddings.

Theorems in theories may be named, and name spaces are also relevant to these
names. In addition, theorems may be decorated with attributes. These encode hints that
control the automatic use of theorems. For example, the attribute [simp] makes the the-
orem a rewrite rule automatically used by the simplifier, [simp del] removes a theorem
from the rewrite rules, and [induct set:S] declares an induction rule for the inductively
defined set S.

3.2 Proofs

Isar is Isabelle’s language of human-readable formal proof documents. It was devel-
oped by Wenzel [17, 18] and is radically different from tactic scripts. It is based on the
principle that every object referred to in the proof text must have been introduced pre-
viously. It is not possible to refer to objects in the proof state that were generated by
tactic applications, and whose meaning can only be understood by replaying the proof.

A full introduction to Isar is beyond the scope of this paper. Interested readers may
consult the tutorial [11]. Here, we are only concerned with proof contexts. A theorem
{φ1, . . . , φn} ` φ of the meta-logic can be seen as defining a context for the propo-
sition φ. This context is given by parameters x1, . . . , xm, which are the free variables
occurring in the assumptions, and the assumptions φ1, . . . , φn themselves. Isar refines
this idea. Its proof contexts contain, in particular, proved local propositions as addi-
tional information, and decorate assumptions by discharge rules that are applied when
leaving a context. Commands for the explicit construction of contexts within a proof
are provided: fix x introduces a new parameter, which is discharged by

∧
-introduction,

and assume φ introduces a new assumption with =⇒-introduction as discharge rule.
The following illustrate the main building blocks of Isar texts. The resulting propo-

sitions are displayed underneath. Note that these may depend on parameters and as-
sumptions of surrounding contexts.

{
fix x
have B x <proof>

}∧
x.B x

{
assume A
have B <proof>

}

A =⇒ B

The keyword have introduces a local goal and is followed by a proof. It yields a lo-
cal proposition — more precisely, a theorem with meta-assumptions from the context.
Local propositions may be named and have attributes. It is, for example, possible to
declare local rewrite rules — that is, the proof context maintains, for example, a set of
rewrite rules. A {· · · } block can be seen as a local kind of theory. Intermediate propo-
sitions may be proved and referred to in proofs. As already indicated, blocks may be



nested, and they may be used to discharge complex goals involving
∧

and =⇒. In such
blocks show is used instead of have for the final inner goal. Isar then ensures that the
block matches the proposition of the surrounding goal.1

3.3 Locales

Locales were designed by Kammüller [8, 9] as a sectioning concept for tactic-based
proofs. In Wenzel’s reimplementation of locales for Isar [2] the focus has shifted, and
there is now a stronger emphasis on locales as parametric theory modules, which are
distinct from Isabelle’s theories.

Locales may be seen as detached proof contexts with fixed sets of parameters and
assumptions. These are identified by name. Assumptions are the module axioms. Is-
abelle’s judgement operator ` is a consequence relation. The set of theorems of the
meta-logic is closed under substitution of types and terms for type and term variables.
That is, well-typed substitutions are endomorphisms of the consequence relation. This
enables to maintain locales in a structured way. A development graph G = (N,L)
represents the import relations between locales. (This is distinct from the graph of the-
ories, but to simplify notation, we do not distinguish this for the moment.) The nodes
n ∈ N are locale nodes, and their consequence relations are ` on the set of proposi-
tions. Locale parameters may have mixfix syntax. The list of parameters of locale n is
denoted with P∗(n). Parameters are typed; T∗(n) denotes the type environment that
maps the parameters of n to their types. Type variables occurring in T∗(n) are the type
parameters of n.

Consistent with notation introduced in Section 2, AG(n) denotes the local axioms
(also called assumptions) and FG(n) the local proved theorems (which are propositions)
of locale n. The global assumptions are A∗

G(n). Interpretation relations between locales
may be declared (and, of course, must be proved). A set of global theorem links T is
maintained. The extended set of proved theorems of a locale

F∗G,T (n) =
⋃

k
σ−→∗n∈L∪T

σ(FG(k)).

is obtained by accumulating proved theorems through any conceivable path of definition
and theorem links. In [3] we have shown that this set is finite if consequence morphisms
are restricted to renamings of term parameters.

4 Interpretation in Theories

Many formalisations in Isabelle are concerned with properties of objects that live in the-
ories. In the object-logic Isabelle/HOL, in particular, many of these objects are types.
Many share algebraic properties, and in order to facilitate reuse of theorems, axiomatic
type classes were introduced to Isabelle [16]. These are restricted to algebraic structures
with a single type parameter, and constants are shared, that is, overloaded. Locales per-
mit more flexible forms of reuse since they may have an arbitrary number of parameters

1 In fact, Isar is more liberal: higher-order unification takes place here.



and type parameters. In addition, locales are useful in all object-logics while axiomatic
classes are not.

In order to enable reuse of locale theorems in theories, we distinguish disjoint sets
of theory nodes NT and locale nodes NL in the development graph. Likewise, the defi-
nition links in LT are between theory nodes, and the links in LL between locale nodes.
The set TL is a set of global theorem links implied by the locale development subgraph
(NL, LL). On the other hand, Isabelle’s theory module does not support interpretations
between theories, hence there are no theorem links in the theory development subgraph
(NT, LT).

The canonical morphism ι : φ 7→ (` φ) enables to introduce theorem links from the
locale development graph to the theory development graph. This is the set TT, which is
a set of local theorems links. The reason for this will become apparent in Section 4.2.
The command

interpretation l : n [p1 . . . pi] <proof>

declares a global theorem link from locale n to the current theory.2 The arguments
p1, . . . , pi are terms over the language of the theory and determine the morphism of the
theorem link: the kth parameter of n, which is the kth entry of P∗(n) is mapped to pk.
The substitution of type parameters is inferred. By means of Lemma 1 proof obligations
are generated for local theorem links that are not implied by the development graph and
existing theorem links. These are discharged by the user. Interpreted theorems are then
added to the theory — but only those related to new local theorem links. This avoids
unnecessary duplications. The label l is an optional theorem name prefix. It may be
used to disambiguate theorems from different interpretations.

Maintaining development graph and theorem links is not only instrumental in dis-
charging proof obligations. It also enables to propagate newly proved theorems of lo-
cales to theories that “subscribe” — that is, interpret — the locale.

4.1 Examples

A few examples are in order. The declarations below are of locales for partial orders,
semi-lattices and linear orders; partial order is imported by both semi lattice and lin-
ear order. The keyword fixes indicates parameters, assumes indicates axioms. Theo-
rems may be added to these locales by a version of the theorem command.

locale partial order =
fixes le (infixl v 50)
assumes refl: x v x

and anti sym: x v y ∧ y v x =⇒ x = y
and trans: x v y ∧ y v z =⇒ x v z

locale semi lattice = partial order +

2 The implementation of the command permits a locale expression e in place of n. This
is analogous to the interpretation of locales in locales with the command interpretation
m ⊆ e <proof>. See [3].



fixes meet (infixl u 70)
assumes le1: x u y v x and le2: x u y v y

and least: x v y ∧ x v z =⇒ x v y u z
locale linear order = partial order +

assumes linear: x v y ∨ y v x

Theorems of these locales may be reused in a theory Integer that declares a type int
of integers. The upper half of Table 1 shows examples. The type is a semi-lattice via
divisibility relation “|” and greatest common divisor. It is also a semi-lattice via “≤” and
minimum. Assume that these interpretations have been asserted and proved. Adding the
interpretation that int is a linear order via “≤” does not require to reprove that it is a
partial order, since this information is stored in the set TT of theorem links. Neither are
the theorems of partial order added to Integer in duplicate.

Locale Morphism Theory
semi lattice α 7→ int le 7→ | meet 7→ gcd Integer
semi lattice α 7→ int le 7→ ≤ meet 7→ min Integer
linear order α 7→ int le 7→ ≤ Integer
semi lattice α 7→ α set le 7→ ⊆ meet 7→ ∩ Set
semi lattice α 7→ α set le 7→ λxy. y ⊆ x meet 7→ ∪ Set
linear order α 7→ unit set le 7→ ⊆ Set

Table 1. Some interpretations of locales in theories

4.2 Subsumption
Lemma 1 is a general characterisation of the decomposition of global theorem links into
local ones with respect to a development graph. The required notion of consequence
morphism — that is, substitution — is now analysed further.

The lower half of Table 1 shows interpretations of the order and lattice locales in
a theory Set, which introduces a type constructor set with the usual operations. Set
inclusion “⊆” and intersection “∩” form a semi-lattice. So does reversed set inclusion
and union “∪”. Standard formalisations of anti-symmetric relations in Isabelle do not
provide a connective for the reversed relation. This is also the case for set inclusion. A
second connective “⊇” would increase redundancy without increasing expressiveness.
Since Isabelle is a higher-order framework, the reverse inclusion can be specified by
λxy. y ⊆ x. Application of a consequence morphism is modulo β- and η-reduction —
that is, λ-terms are normalised after applying the substitution.

The last line of the table interprets set of a particular type, while the other two
interpretations map the parameter type to a polymorphic set type. The type unit is the
type with a single element. This is trivially a linear order.3 If the previous interpretations

3 The example is indeed not a particularly interesting one in terms of the interpretation. However,
it serves well as an example of a subtype occurring in an interpretation. Examples of useful
subtypes occur with axiomatic type classes.



have been established before then partial order α7→α set−−−−−→t Set ∈ TT. This obviously
subsumes partial order α7→unit set−−−−−−→t Set ∈ TT, which need not be reproved. On the other
hand, the local theorem link linear order α7→unit set−−−−−−→t Set ∈ TT, is not subsumed. For
this reason, global theorem links are decomposed into local ones in TT.

In summary, the calculus based on Lemma 1 that infers which local theorem links
of a new interpretation are implied by existing ones is over higher-order terms, and
subsumption testing is required. Higher-order unification is not decidable in general,
but unification of higher-order patterns, which are λ-terms where the arguments of free
variables occurring in the term are η-equivalent to bound variables. See [10]. This im-
plies that restricting consequence morphisms to substitutions that replace term variables
by higher-order patterns rather than arbitrary λ-terms ensures decidability of the calcu-
lus. We have not encountered examples in practice where full λ-terms would have been
required.

5 Interpretation in Proofs

Interpretation raises the level of abstraction in formal developments. It is an operation
at the level of concepts (mathematical theories, or — in our case — locales) rather than
theorems. The idea is also found in paper proofs and follows this pattern: an object is
constructed in some context, and properties of it are proved. It may turn out that the
object is an instance of groups, say. It is then common to refer to theorems from that
mathematical theory in the sequel of the proof, or to apply proof techniques from that
theory.

This is a form of interpretation and is used by mathematicians informally — that
is, without ever referring to it as interpretation. It is desirable to add this to the proof
language, and Isar’s proof contexts enable to do so.

5.1 Proofs as Development Graphs

Isar proofs are built in a top-down manner by continuous refinement of goals to subgoals
until eventually a goals are solved. Each subgoal is reflected explicitly as a context
in the proof text. The proof is a development graph (NP, LP), distinct from previous
developments graphs for locales and theories, whose nodes are the nested contexts. The
graph is in fact a tree, since it reflects the structure of the proof. Its root represents
the goal statement. Definition links point from contexts of one level to the contexts of
the next level. The consequence relation of the nodes is uniformly `. The assumptions
of the goal statement are the axioms of the root node. Along each path, contexts are
only lever extended, by parameters and/or assumptions. The morphisms attached to the
definition links are thus embeddings. Additional assumptions introduced in a context are
the local axioms of that node. The local theorems are the propositions that are proved
in the context.

Consider as an example the proof of the theorem that the subgroups of a group are a
complete lattice. This has been formalised in Isabelle/HOL, and is available on the au-
thor’s web page at http://www4.in.tum.de/˜ballarin/isabelle/SubgrpLattice.thy. We will



analyse a branch of the proof tree in more detail. The statement can be formalised as
follows:∧

G. groupG =⇒ complete lattice (|carrier = {H. subgroupH G},v= subgrpG|)
(1)

Thick parentheses (|· · ·|) denote records. The lattice (|carrier = {H. subgroupH G},v=
subgrpG|) will be abbreviated by L in the sequel.

The context of this statement is given by parameter G and assumption groupG.
One proof of the statement involves showing the existence of a greatest lower bound
(infimum) of each non-empty subset A of the carrier {H. subgroupH G}. The subgoal
is: ∧

A.A ⊆ carrierL ∧A 6= {} =⇒ ∃I. greatestLI (LowerLA) (2)

Note that this is relative to the context of the previous goal. The proof of this goal
requires, amongst others, that the intersection of the groups in A is a subgroup of each
H ∈ A: ∧

H.H ∈ A =⇒
⋂
A vL H (3)

The path of the development graph corresponding to Subgoals (1) to (3) is depicted in
Figure 1. To the right of the nodes, assumptions of the goals are displayed. In develop-
ment graph terminology these are local axioms. Note that by Definition 5 they have to
be read incrementally.

submagma

submonoid

subgroup

(1)

(2)

(3)

H 7→
T

A

G 7→ G

H 7→ H
G 7→ G

groupG

A ⊆ carrierL ∧A 6= {}

H ∈ A

Fig. 1. Locale hierarchy and a proof that interprets subgroup locales.

Completing the proof of (3) requires to show that
⋂
A is a subgroup of H in G.

This follows, because both
⋂
A and H are subgroups of G. An Isar proof of this is

reproduced in Figure 2(a). It is required to show that the set
⋂
A is closed with respect

to group operations of G. The proof is complicated considerably, because the notion of
H being a subgroup of G is specified incrementally through the hierarchy of locales
shown in Figure 1 on the left. It is a realistic assumption that an algebraic library is
structured in that way.

5.2 Theorem Links

Interpretation enables to abstract away from these library structure details in the proof
text. The command



interpret l : n [p1 . . . pi] <proof>

is analogous to the corresponding command for interpretation in theories, but is avail-
able in proofs.4 It maintains a set of local theorem links TP from the locale development
subgraph to the proof development subgraph. Links are persistent in the scope of the
proof only. They facilitate reuse of interpretations, for example if a hierarchy of locales
is interpreted incrementally.

show
T

A vL H
proof (simp, rule tac subgrpI)

show H ⊆ carrier G
by (rule submagma.subset [OF subgroup.is submagma, OF subgroupH])

next
show

V
xy. x ∈

T
A ∧ y ∈

T
A =⇒ x⊗ y ∈

T
A

by (rule submagma.m closed [OF subgroup.is submagma, OF Int subgroup])
next

show 1 ∈
T

A
by (rule submonoid.one closed [OF subgroup.is submonoid, OF Int subgroup])

next
show

V
x. x ∈

T
A =⇒ inv x ∈

T
A

by (rule subgroup.m inv closed [OF Int subgroup])
qed

(a) Proof without interpretation.

show
T

A vL H
proof (simp, rule tac subgrpI)

show H ⊆ carrier G by (rule H.subset)
next

show
V

xy. x ∈
T

A ∧ y ∈
T

A =⇒ x⊗ y ∈
T

A by (rule Int.m closed)
next

show 1 ∈
T

A by (rule Int.one closed)
next

show
V

x. x ∈
T

A =⇒ inv x ∈
T

A by (rule Int.m inv closed)
qed

(b) Proof with interpretation.

show
T

A vL H by (auto intro: subgrpI)
(c) Interpretation makes a more concise proof possible.

Fig. 2. Comparison of proofs without and with interpretation.

In the proof described in the previous section, interpretation can be applied fruitfully
twice.

In Proof Context (2): interpret Int: subgroup [
⋂
A G] <proof>

In Proof Context (3): interpret H: subgroup [H G] <proof>
4 The name is different because this is required, for technical reasons, by the front end of the

proof assistant.



The result is a simpler proof of Goal (3), which is shown in Figure 2(b). This is much
cleaner, because manual interpretations of theorems by means of “[OF . . . ]” are no
longer necessary. If, finally, the corresponding locale theorems were declared as rewrite
rules with the attribute [simp] in the locale, the proof can be collapsed to a single line.
See Figure 2(c).

6 Conclusion

The facilities for the interpretation of locales in theories and proofs described here have
been implemented in Isabelle and are available with the release of Isabelle 2005. More
information on the commands interpretation and interpret can be found in the corre-
sponding Isar Reference Manual [15].

Interpretation is implemented in a hand full of provers, namely IMPS [6], PVS [13]
and Coq [5], and development graphs are implemented in the development graph man-
ager Maya [1]. In these systems only a single notion of context prevails, namely that of
a theory. A comparison of the facilities of these systems and locales was given in our
paper on interpretation of locales in locales [3].

The present work goes beyond that in that interpretation is extended to other con-
texts. Development graphs provide a framework making it possible to describe all three
kinds of contexts available in Isabelle, namely theories, proofs and locales, in a uniform
way. The result is a development graph where theory nodes, proof nodes and locale
nodes are distinguished, and where theorem links, which represent interpretations, may
only start from locale nodes but may point to any kind of node.

The distinction of theories and locales is rooted both in Isabelle being a framework
for the specification of logics, and in types not being first-class citizens of higher-order
logic. Interpretation of type constructors, which can be declared in theories but not in
locales, would either require to apply context morphisms to proof objects, or to give up
the concept of an LCF-style kernel. Given this distinction, the interpretation of locales
in theories is useful. Maintaining theorem links explicitly makes it possible for theories
to subscribe to locales, so that theorems become available there, whenever added to
locales.

Interpretation in proof contexts is most exciting in combination with human-readable
proofs. It enables proof writers to mimic a technique common in mathematical texts,
namely to insert theorems from different mathematical theories in a proof as required.
We have implemented interpretation in Isar proofs. Our experiment, a proof that the
subgroups of a group form a complete lattice, shows that this can make proofs consid-
erably more concise. The experiment also shows how locales can be applied to a family
of objects, here the family of subgroups of a group, within a proof, while structured
specifications cannot deal with that directly.

Consequence morphisms may map parameters to higher-order terms. By restricting
these to higher-order patterns, the problem whether new interpretations are implied by
existing ones can be shown to be decidable for interpretations in theories and proofs.
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